Financial institutions are currently required to meet more stringent capital requirements than they were before the recent financial crisis; in particular, the capital requirement for a large bank's trading book under the Basel 2.5 Accord more than doubles that under the Basel II Accord. The significant increase in capital requirements renders it necessary for banks to take into account the constraint of capital requirement when they make asset allocation decisions. In this paper, we propose a new asset allocation model that incorporates the regulatory capital requirements under both the Basel 2.5 Accord, which is currently in effect, and the Basel III Accord, which was recently proposed and is currently under discussion. We propose an unified algorithm based on the alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method to solve the model; we also establish the first-order optimality of the limit points of the sequence generated by the algorithm under some mild conditions. The algorithm is simple and easy to implement; each step of the algorithm consists of solving convex quadratic programming or * We are grateful to Steven Kou for his insightful comments to the paper. Zaiwen Wen was partially supported by the NSFC grant 11101274 and research fund (20110073120069) 
Introduction
One of the major consequences of the financial crisis that began in 2007 is that financial institutions are now required to meet more stringent capital requirements than they were before the crisis. The considerable increase in capital requirements has been imposed through the Basel Accords, which have undergone substantial revision since the inception of the financial crisis. The framework of the latest version of the Basel Accord, the Basel III Accord (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2010), was announced in December 2010 and is soon to be implemented in many leading nations, including the United States (Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Systems, 2012).
In particular, the capital requirements for banks' trading books, which are calculated by the Basel Accord risk measure for the trading book, have been increased substantially. Before the 2007 financial crisis, the Basel II risk measure (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2006) was used in the calculation. During the crisis, it was found that the Basel II risk measure had serious drawbacks, such as being procyclical and not being conservative enough. In response to the financial crisis, the Basel committee revised the Basel II market risk framework and imposed the "Basel 2.5" risk measure (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2009) in July 2009. It has been estimated that the capital requirement for a large bank's trading book under the Basel 2.5 risk measure on average more than doubles that under the Basel II risk measure (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2012, p. 11) .
The substantial increase in the capital requirements for the trading book makes it more important for banks to take into account the constraint of capital requirements when they construct investment portfolios. In this paper, we address this issue by proposing a new asset allocation model that incorporates the capital requirement imposed by the Basal Accords. More precisely, we propose the "mean-ρ-Basel" asset allocation model, in which ρ denotes the risk measure used for measuring the risk of the investment portfolio, such as variance, value-at-risk (VaR), or conditional value-at-risk (CVaR); ρ can be freely chosen by the portfolio manager; and "Basel" denotes the constraint that the regulatory capital of the portfolio calculated by the Basel Accord risk measure should not exceed a certain upper limit.
The complexity of the Basel Accord risk measures for calculating the capital requirements poses a challenge to solving the proposed "mean-ρ-Basel" asset allocation model. The Basel Accords use VaR or CVaR with scenario analysis as the risk measure to calcu-late the capital requirements for a bank's trading book. Scenario analysis is used to analyze the behavior of random losses under different scenarios; a scenario refers to a specific economic regime such as an economic boom and a financial crisis. The Basel II risk measure involves the calculation of VaR under 60 different scenarios. The Basel 2.5 risk measure involves the calculation of VaR under 120 scenarios, including 60 stressed scenarios. Most recently, in May 2012, the Basel Committee released a consultative document (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2012) that presents the initial policy proposal of a new risk measure to replace the Basel 2.5 risk measure for the trading book; the new risk measure involves the calculation of CVaR under stressed scenarios. Currently, this new proposal is under discussion and has not been finalized. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss whether the newly proposed risk measure is superior to the Basel 2.5 risk measure; hence, we will consider both the Basel 2.5 and the newly proposed Basel risk measure in the mean-ρ-Basel model. See Section 2.2 for details regarding the Basel Accord risk measures.
Numerous studies have examined the single-period asset allocation model of "mean-ρ", in which ρ is a measure of portfolio risk such as variance, VaR, or CVaR. On recent developments in the mean-variance asset allocation models and associated algorithms, see e.g., Chairawongse et al. (2012) . Iyengar and Ma (2013) propose a fast iterative gradient descent algorithm capable of handling large-scale problems for the mean-CVaR problem. Lim, Shanthikumar, and Vahn (2011) evaluate CVaR as the risk measure in data-driven portfolio optimization and show that portfolios obtained by solving mean-CVaR problems are unreliable due to estimation errors of CVaR and/or the mean asset returns. To address the issue of estimation risk, Karoui, Lim, and Vahn (2011) introduce a new approach, called performance-based regularization, to the data-driven mean-CVaR portfolio optimization problem. Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002) develop a method to reduce the data-driven mean-CVaR asset allocation problem to a linear programming (LP) problem. The meanVaR problem is more difficult than the mean-CVaR due to the non-convexity of VaR. Software packages such as CPLEX can be used to solve small-to-medium sized problems of this type. Recently, Cui et al. (2013) propose a second-order cone programming method to solve a mean-VaR model when VaR is estimated by its first-order or second-order approximations. Bai et al. (2012) propose a penalty decomposition method for probabilistically constrained programs including the mean-VaR problem.
It appears to be more challenging to solve the mean-ρ-Basel model than the mean-ρ model due to the complexity of the Basel Accord risk measures that involve multiple VaRs or CVaRs under various scenarios and the non-convexity of VaR. In this paper, we develop an unified and computationally efficient method to solve the mean-ρ-Basel problem. This method is based on the alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method (ADM) (see, e.g., Wen, Goldfarb, and Yin 2010; He and Yuan 2012; Hong and Luo 2012 and the references therein). The method is very simple and easy to implement; it reduces the original problem to one-dimensional optimization or convex quadratic programming subproblems that may even have closed-form solutions; hence, the method is capable of solving large scale problems. When the mean-ρ-Basel problem is convex for some specific ρ and Basel constraint (e.g., ρ is variance and the Basel constraint is specified by the newly proposed Basel Accord risk measure), the method is guaranteed to converge to the globally optimal solution; when the problem is non-convex, we show that the limit points of the sequence generated by the method satisfy the first-order optimality condition. See Section 4.
The proposed method also applies to mean-ρ problems such as the mean-VaR, meanCVaR, and "mean-Basel" problem, in which the Basel Accord risk measures are used to quantify the risk of the portfolio. The Basel Accord risk measures involve multiple VaR or CVaR under different scenarios, which essentially correspond to different models or distributions of asset returns. Hence, using the Basel Accord risk measures, or, more generally, VaR or CVaR with scenario analysis, as the portfolio risk measure provides a way to address the problem of model uncertainty.
In summary, the main contribution of the paper is two-fold. (i) We formulate a new asset allocation model, the mean-ρ-Basel model, which takes into account the regulatory capital constraint specified by the Basel Accord risk measure for trading books. We also formulate and study the related mean-Basel model. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no literature on asset allocation involving the Basel Accord risk measures. (ii) We propose an efficient alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method for solving the mean-ρ-Basel and mean-ρ models. For non-convex cases of these models, we establish the first-order optimality of the limit points of iterative sequence generated by the method under mild conditions. Although there is no theoretical guarantee that the method will converge to the global solution in non-convex cases of these models, numerical experiments on simulated and real market data show that the method can identify suboptimal solutions that can often be superior to the approximate solutions of the mixed-integer programming formulation computed by CPLEX within one hour.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the definition and properties of the Basel Accord risk measures for trading books as well as some other relevant risk measures. In Section 3, we formulate the mean-ρ-Basel asset allocation model in which the Basel Accord risk measures are used for setting a regulatory capital constraint. In Section 4, we propose the alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method for solving the mean-ρ-Basel and the mean-ρ problems; we also provide convergence analysis of the method. Section 5 provides the numerical results, which demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed method.
Review of Relevant Risk Measures
Variance is probably the best-known risk measure; in addition to variance, there is a vast literature on theoretical frameworks and concrete examples of risk measures. As it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss and compare different risk measures, we review only the risk measures that are used in the asset allocation problems considered in this paper.
Value-at-Risk and Conditional Value-at-Risk (Expected Shortfall)
Value-at-Risk (VaR) is one of the most widely used risk measures in risk management. VaR is a quantile of the loss distribution at some pre-defined probability level. More precisely, let F X (·) be the distribution function of the random loss X, then, for a given α ∈ (0, 1), VaR of X at level α is defined as
Jorion (2007) provides a comprehensive discussion of VaR and risk management.
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR), proposed by Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002) , is another prominent and widely used risk measure. For the random loss X, the α-tail distribution function of X is defined as
Then, the CVaR at level α of X is defined as
Expected shortfall (ES) is a risk measure that is equivalent to CVaR and that was introduced independently in Acerbi and Tasche (2002) . CVaR and ES have the subadditivity property and belong to the class of coherent risk measures (Artzner et al., 1999) ; VaR may not satisfy subadditivity and belongs to another class of risk measures called insurance risk measures (Wang, Young, and Panjer, 1997) .
Basel Accord Risk Measures for Trading Books
The Basel Accords use VaR or CVaR with scenario analysis as the risk measure for calculating capital requirements for banks' trading books. A scenario refers to a specific economic regime, such as an economic boom or a financial crisis. Scenario analysis is necessary because studies have shown that the behavior of economic variables is substantially different under different economic regimes (see, e.g., Hamilton, 1989) . In particular, many economic variables exhibit dramatic changes in their behavior during financial crises (Hamilton, 2005) or when government monetary or fiscal policies undergo sudden changes (Sims and Zha, 2006) . There is also evidence that the volatility and correlation among asset returns increase in economic downturns (see, e.g., Dai, Singleton, and Yang, 2007) . The Basel II Accord (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2006) specifies that the capital charge for the trading book on any particular day t for banks using the internal models approach should be calculated by the formula
where X is the loss of the bank's trading book; k is a constant that is no less than 3; VaR α,t−s (X) is the 10-day VaR of X at α = 99% confidence level calculated on day t − s, s = 1, . . . , 60. VaR α,t−s (X) is calculated under the scenario corresponding to information available on day t − s. For example, VaR α,t−s (X) of a portfolio of equity options is calculated conditional on the value of the equity prices, equity volatilities, yield curves, etc., on day t − s. Therefore, the Basel II risk measure is a VaR with scenario analysis that involves 60 scenarios. Since the 2007 financial crisis, the Basel II risk measure (4) has been criticized for two reasons: (i) This risk measure is based on contemporaneous observations and hence is procyclical, i.e., risk measurement obtained by it tend to be low in booms and high in crises, which is exactly opposite to the goal of effective regulation (Adrian and Brunnermeier, 2008) . (ii) This risk measure is not conservative enough. In fact, banks' actual losses during the financial crisis were significantly higher than the capital requirements calculated by the risk measure.
In response to the financial crisis, the Basel Committee revised the Basel II market risk framework and replaced the Basel II risk measure with the "Basel 2.5" risk measure in July 2009 (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2009). The Basel 2.5 risk measure for calculating capital requirements for trading books is defined by
where VaR α,t−s (X) is the same as that in (4); k and ℓ are constants no less than 3; and sVaR α,t−s (X) is called the stressed VaR of X on day t − s at confidence level α = 99%, which is calculated under a scenario in which the financial market is under significant stress, such as the one that happened during the period from 2007 to 2008. The additional capital requirements based on stressed VaR help to reduce the procyclicality of the Basel II risk measure (4) and significantly increase the capital requirements. In May 2012, the Basel Committee released a consultative document (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2012) that presents the initial policy proposal regarding the Basel Committee's fundamental review of the trading book capital requirements. In particular, the Committee proposed a new risk measure to replace the Basel 2.5 risk measure; the new risk measure uses CVaR (or, equivalently, ES) instead of VaR to calculate capital requirements. More precisely, under the new risk measure, the capital requirement for a group of trading desks that share similar major risk factors, such as equity, credit, interest rate, and currency, is defined as the CVaR of the loss that may be incurred by the group of trading desks; the CVaR should be calculated under stressed scenarios rather than under current market conditions. For example, an equity trading desk and an equity option trading desk would be grouped together for the purpose of calculating regulatory capital. This proposed risk measure is currently under discussion, and it is not yet clear whether it is going to be the final version of the Basel III risk measure. In addition, the proposal has not clearly stated if the capital charge for the tth day will depend solely on the stressed CVaR calculated on day t − 1 or on the CVaR calculated on day t − s for s = 1, 2, . . . , 60, as in Basel 2.5. To be more consistent with Basel 2.5, we consider the following "Basel III" risk measure:
where sCVaR α,t−s is the stressed CVaR at level α calculated on day t − s. The proposal suggests specifying α to be a level smaller than 99% due to the difficulty of estimating CVaR at high confidence levels, but the exact value of α has not been determined. In the numerical examples of Section 5, we choose α = 98%.
A New Asset Allocation Model Incorporating the Basel Accord Capital Constraint
Consider a portfolio composed of d assets and let u = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u d ) ⊤ ∈ R d denote the portfolio weights of these assets, which are the percentage of initial wealth invested in the assets.
be the random vector of simple returns of these assets over a specified time horizon, e.g., one day. Then the simple return of the portfolio is R ⊤ u and −R ⊤ u is the loss of the portfolio (per $1 of investment). Let µ ∈ R d be the (estimated) expected returns of the d assets. Then µ ⊤ u is the expected return of the portfolio.
The risk of the portfolio is measured by ρ(−R ⊤ u), where ρ is a properly chosen risk measure. There are generally two approaches to the computation of ρ(−R ⊤ u): (i) one first assumes and estimates a (parametric) probability model for the joint distribution of R and then computes ρ(−R ⊤ u); (ii) one estimates the risk ρ(−R ⊤ u) directly from the historical observations of R without assuming any hypothetical model for R.
As discussed in Section 2.2, the return vector R is usually observed under different scenarios, such as economic booms and financial crises. Suppose there are m scenarios. For each s = 1, . . . , m, letR
[s] ∈ R ns×d be the collection of n s observations of R under the sth scenario, where each row ofR [s] represents one observation of R ⊤ . Then, we define the matrixR and the observations of portfolio loss x(u) as follows:
. . .
where
ns denotes the observations of portfolio loss under the sth scenario, s = 1, 2, . . . , m.
In this paper, we estimate ρ(−R ⊤ u) directly from the return observationsR, as this approach does not require a subjective model for R and hence greatly reduces model misspecification error.
Sample Versions of Measures of Portfolio Risk
In the following, we use ⌈·⌉ to denote the ceiling function. For
Given the observationR [s] , the empirical distribution function of (−R ⊤ u) under scenario s is given byF
Then, for each risk measure ρ discussed in Section 2.2, ρ(−R ⊤ u) can be estimated from the return observationsR by substitutingF
(·) for the distribution function of (−R ⊤ u) under each scenario s. Thus, we obtain the following sample versions of risk measures.
Variance: Suppose there is one scenario, i.e., m = 1. Then the sample variance of portfolio return is
VaR: Suppose that m = 1. For a given α ∈ (0, 1), let p = ⌈αn⌉. Then the sample VaR at level α of the portfolio is
CVaR: Suppose that m = 1. For a given α ∈ (0, 1), let p = ⌈αn⌉. Then the sample CVaR at level α of the portfolio is
By Theorem 10 in Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002) , ρ CVaRα (x(u)) can also be represented by
[s] (u) (ps) is the sample VaR at level α of the portfolio estimated from the data setR [s] . Let m 1 = m 2 = 60 and m = 120. Suppose the first m 1 scenarios correspond to current market conditions and the last m 2 scenarios correspond to stressed scenarios. Then, the sample version of the Basel 2.5 Accord risk measure is given by
Basel III: Let α and p s be defined previously. Then
is the sample CVaR at level α of the portfolio estimated from the data setR [s] . Suppose the first m 1 = 60 scenarios correspond to current market conditions and the last m 2 = 60 scenarios correspond to stressed scenarios. Then the sample version of the Basel-III risk measure is
The "Mean-ρ-Basel" Asset Allocation Model
Suppose a portfolio manager in a financial institution attempts to construct a portfolio composed of the d assets and to choose the portfolio weights u ∈ R d to optimize the portfolio performance. The manager can freely choose a risk measure ρ to measure the risk of the portfolio, such as variance, VaR, or CVaR; in addition, he or she has the freedom to choose a model for the asset returns R or a data setỸ ∈ R n ′ ×d , which has a similar structure to that ofR defined in (7) and contains observations of the asset returns, to estimate the portfolio risk. Hence, the portfolio risk will be given by ρ(y(u)), where y(u) := −Ỹ u. Furthermore, the manager can specify that the expected portfolio return should be no less than a target return r 0 , namely, the portfolio weights u should satisfy
Here, it is assumed that the portfolio is long only; this assumption can be relaxed or removed without incurring additional technical difficulty in solving the asset allocation problem specified below.
At the same time, the manager has to meet the constraint that the regulatory capital for his or her portfolio should not exceed an upper limit C 0 , which is allocated to him or her by the financial institution's senior management. The capital requirement for the portfolio is calculated by the Basel Accord risk measure ρ Basel , which is specified by the regulators; in addition, the data setR used for calculating the capital requirements should also satisfy certain criteria and cannot be freely chosen by the portfolio manager. For example, the Basel 2.5 risk measure requires thatR should include 60 normal scenarios and 60 stressed scenarios. Hence, the data setR may be different from the data setỸ , and the capital requirement for the portfolio is ρ Basel (x(u)), where x(u) = −Ru.
To address the concerns of the portfolio manager, we propose the following "mean-ρ-Basel" asset allocation problem:
where x(u) = −Ru; y(u) = −Ỹ u; ρ Basel is the Basel Accord risk measure for calculating regulatory capital, i.e., ρ Basel2.5 or ρ Basel3 ; C 0 is the upper bound of the available capital; and ρ is the risk measure that the manager chooses for gauging the risk of the portfolio, such as variance, VaR, or CVaR.
The mean-ρ-Basel problem (16) with ρ = ρ VaRα or ρ Basel = ρ Basel2.5 is non-convex and is usually difficult to solve, as it can be formulated as a mixed-integer programming (MIP) problem. For example, by introducing z ′ ∈ {0, 1} n ′ and z [s] ∈ {0, 1} ns for 1 ≤ s ≤ m, the mean-VaR-Basel2.5 problem can be formulated as the following MIP problem:
Similarly, by (12), the mean-VaR-Basel3 problem can be formulated as the following MIP problem:
On the other hand, the mean-ρ-Basel problem with ρ Basel being ρ Basel3 and with ρ being ρ Variance or ρ CVaRα is convex. More precisely, the mean-variance-Basel3 and mean-CVaRBasel3 problems can be formulated as a quadratic programming (QP) problem and a linear programming (LP) problem, respectively, thanks to the LP formulation of CVaR given in (12).
We develop a unified method for solving the mean-ρ-Basel problem in Section 4.1 and provide convergence analysis of the method in Section 4.2. The method can also be applied to solve the classical "mean-ρ" problem:
where ρ can be any risk measure chosen by the portfolio manager, such as variance, VaR, CVaR, and ρ Basel . If ρ = ρ Basel , problem (19) is the "mean-Basel" problem, in which the Basel Accord risk measures are used to quantify the risk of the portfolio. The Basel Accord risk measures involve multiple VaR or CVaR under different scenarios, which essentially correspond to different models or distributions of asset returns. Hence, using the Basel Accord risk measures, or, more generally, VaR or CVaR with scenario analysis, as the portfolio risk measure provides a way to address the problem of model uncertainty. Alternatively, the portfolio manager can construct the portfolio by maximizing the expected return of portfolio subject to the constraint that the portfolio risk, measured by ρ, does not exceed a pre-specified risk budget b 0 . The corresponding asset allocation problem is
The mean-ρ problems (19) and (20) with ρ ∈ {ρ VaR α , ρ Basel2.5 } are also MIP problems which are difficult to solve. The details of the method for solving these problems are given in Section 4.3.
The Alternating Direction Augmented Lagrangian Method
In this section, we propose a unified algorithm adapted from the alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method (ADM) to solve the mean-ρ-Basel and the mean-ρ problem. Although the ADM approach has been used in convex optimization (see, e.g., Wen, Goldfarb, and Yin 2010; He and Yuan 2012; and Hong and Luo 2012) , it appears that its use for solving non-convex problems involving VaR or Basel Accords risk measures is new. In particular, the proposed method is different from the penalty decomposition methods proposed in Bai et al. (2012) , in which the division of blocks of variables leads to subproblems that are more expensive to solve.
The ADM Algorithm for Solving the Mean-ρ-Basel Problem (16)
The problem (16) is equivalent to
We then define the augmented Lagrangian function for (21) as follows:
where σ 1 , σ 2 > 0 is the penalty parameter and λ ∈ R n and π ∈ R n ′ are the Lagrangian multipliers associated with the equality constraints x +Ru = 0 and y +Ỹ u = 0, respectively.
We propose an ADM algorithm that minimizes (22) with respect to x, y, and u in an alternating fashion while updating λ and π in the iteration. More precisely, let x (j) , y (j) , and u (j) be the values of x, y, and u at the beginning of the jth iteration of the algorithm; then the algorithm updates the values of x, y, and u by solving the following three subproblems sequentially:
Then, it updates the the Lagrangian multipliers by
where β 1 , β 2 > 0 are appropriately chosen step lengths.
The solutions to problems (23) and (24) are given in the lemmas at the end of this subsection; these solutions are obtained either in closed form, by solving QP problems, or by minimizing a single variable function on a closed interval. As for problem (25), simple algebra shows that it is equivalent to the following QP problem (28):
The complete ADM algorithm is given as follows.
Algorithm 1 ADM algorithm for solving the mean-ρ-Basel problem (16) 1: Choose parameter update λ (j+1) and π (j+1) by (26) and (27), respectively 8:
increase j by one and continue. 9: end while The algorithm is very simple and easy to implement. Standard QP solvers, such as CPLEX, can be used to solve the QP problems in Step 4, 5, and 6 of the algorithm. In step 5 for the case of ρ = ρ CVaR α , the solution is obtained by minimizing a single-variable function on a closed interval, which can be solved by golden section search and parabolic interpolation (e.g., the function "fminbnd" in Matlab).
One particular implementation of the ADM algorithm including the specification of the parameters σ i and β i and the convergence test is given in Section 5.2.
The lemmas for solving the subproblems in the algorithm are as follows.
) is the optimal solution to the following QP problem: 
Then the optimal solution to (23) is given by
Proof. See Appendix A.2.
Lemma 4.3. The optimal solution to problem (24) with ρ = ρ Variance is
Proof. See Appendix A.3.
Lemma 4.4. Consider problem (24) with ρ = ρ VaRα . Define
Then the optimal solution y to (24) with ρ = ρ VaRα is given by
Proof. See Appendix A.4.
Lemma 4.5. Consider problem (24) with ρ = ρ CVaRα . Let w be defined as in Lemma 4.4. Define
where x + := max(x, 0). Let t * be the optimal solution to
where c = 1 σ 2 (1−α)n ′ ; y(t) = (y 1 (t), y 2 (t), . . . , y n ′ (t)) ⊤ ; y i (t), i = 1, . . . , n ′ are defined by
Then y(t * ) is the optimal solution to (24) with ρ = ρ CVaRα .
Proof. See Appendix A.5.
Convergence Analysis
If ρ is ρ Variance or ρ CVaR α and ρ Basel is ρ Basel3 , problem (16) is convex and the ADM method is ensured to converge to the global solutions theoretically (Hong and Luo, 2012) . On the other hand, if ρ is ρ VaRα or if ρ Basel is ρ Basel2.5 , the convergence of the ADM algorithm to a global optimal solution is not guaranteed due to the non-convexity of ρ VaRα or ρ Basel2.5 ; however, we will show in the following that the limit point of the sequence generated by the ADM algorithm satisfies the first-order optimality conditions of problem (16) under some mild conditions. In addition, numerical experiments suggest that the ADM algorithm seems to converge from any starting point. We first recall the definition of locally Lipschitz functions.
function is locally Lipschitz if it is Lipschitz near every point in R n . A function is globally Lipschitz on R n if there exists a constant
We have the following result on the Lipschitz property of risk measures. 
} be a sequence generated by scheme (23)-(27) and assume that
Then, the sequence {u (j) } is bounded and any limit pointū of {u (j) } satisfies the first-order optimality conditions (38)-(39).
Proof. See Appendix C.
By Proposition 4.1, Theorem 4.1 applies to the ADM algorithm with ρ being ρ Variance , ρ VaR α , or ρ CVaR α .
The ADM Algorithm for Solving the Mean-ρ Problems (19) and
The ADM algorithm for solving the mean-ρ problems including the mean-VaR and meanBasel problems is as follows.
ADM for Solving Problem (19): The augmented Lagrangian function for (19) is defined as
where σ > 0 is the penalty parameter and λ ∈ R n is the Lagrangian multiplier. The ADM method is
, and β > 0. For ρ = ρ Variance , ρ VaRα , and ρ CVaRα , the subproblem (41) is the same as (24) and hence its solution is given by Lemma 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, respectively; for ρ = ρ Basel , problem (41) is equivalent to
whose solution can be obtained in a way similar to that in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 except that C 0 in (30) and (31) should be replaced by τ and τ should be added to the objective functions and τ should be included as an additional optimization variable in the minimization. The subproblem (42) can be solved by a standard QP solver.
ADM for Solving Problem (20): The augmented Lagrangian function for (20) is defined as
, and β > 0. For ρ = ρ Variance , (46) is a QP problem; for ρ = ρ CVaRα , (46) can be formulated as a QP problem by using (12); for ρ = ρ VaRα , by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4, the closed-form solution of (46) is given by (33) with γ i * being replaced by b 0 ; for ρ = ρ Basel , the solution to (46) can be obtained by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. The subproblem (47) is a standard QP problem.
Convergence results similar to Theorem 4.1 can be established for the ADM for models (19) and (20).
Numerical Results
In this section, we conduct computational experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of the ADM method for solving the mean-ρ-Basel model using both simulated and real market data. In particular, we compare the performance of ADM method with that of MIP/QP/LP solvers in CPLEX 12.4. The numerical results suggest that the ADM method is promising in generating solutions of high quality to the model in reasonable computational time.
Data Description
In our experiments, the real market data and simulated data sets are generated as follows.
• S&P 500 Data Set. The S&P 500 data set comprises the daily returns of 359 stocks that have ever been included in the S&P 500 index and do not have missing data during the following specified time periods. Let t 0 = 03/01/2012. For s = 1, . . . , 60, R
[s]
SP denotes the trailing five-year daily returns of the stocks on day t 0 −s+1 (i.e., the daily returns of the stocks during the period from day t 0 − s − 2058 to day t 0 − s + 1). SP is defined as the daily returns of the stocks during the stressed period from day l + 120 − s to day u − s + 61. Then the S&P data matrixR SP is defined fromR [s] SP , s = 1, . . . , 120 by Eq. (7).
• Simulated Data. We simulate the prices of 350 stocks based on a multi-dimensional version of the double-exponential jump diffusion model (Kou, 2002) :
where W 1 (t), . . . , W n (t) are n correlated Brownian motions with dW i (t)dW j (t) = ρ ij dt; N i (t) is a Poisson process with intensity λ i ; N i (t) is independent of N j (t) for i = j; {V i1 , V i2 , . . .} are i.i.d. log jump sizes with a double-exponential probability density function f i (x) = p i η iu e −η iu x 1 {x≥0} + (1 − p i )η id e η id x 1 {x<0} ; V ik and V jl are independent for i = j; and the Brownian motions, Poisson processes, and jump sizes are mutually independent. The stock returns generated in the above model have the same tail heaviness as those generated by the negative exponential tail model considered in Lim, Shanthikumar, and Vahn (2011) . Two sets of parameters {µ i , σ i , λ i , p i , η iu , η id , ρ ij } are used to simulate stock returns under normal and stressed market conditions, respectively; these parameters are estimated from the historical data of some large-cap stocks during normal and stressed market conditions, respectively. ∆t is set to be 1/252 (one day).
Parameter Settings of the ADM and MIP
Our method is implemented in MATLAB. All the experiments were performed on a Dell Precision Workstation T5500 with Intel Xeon CPU E5620 at 2.40GHz and 12GB of memory running Ubuntu 12.04 and MATLAB 2011b. All the quadratic programming subproblems in the ADM method are solved using the QP solvers in CPLEX 12.4 with Matlab interface; and the mixed integer programming (MIP) reformulations of the asset allocation models are solved using the MIP solvers in CPLEX 12.4. In our test, the parameters σ and β in (23)- (26) 
≤ 10 −4 , or the number of iterations has reached an upper bound of 2000. The default setting of the MIP solver in CPLEX 12.4 is used. The maximum CPU time limit for all solvers is set to 3600 seconds.
Comparing ADM with MIP/QP on the Mean-Variance-Basel Model
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the ADM on the mean-variance-Basel problems:
The mean-variance-Basel2.5 problem can be solved using the MIP method, and the meanvariance-Basel3 problem is a QP problem that can be solved using the QP solver in CPLEX 12.4.
We compare the ADM with the MIP/QP methods for the two problems, respectively, for different numbers of stocks d ∈ {100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350} using real market and simulated data. For the real market data,R is defined to be a submatrix ofR SP consisting of d columns ofR SP that are randomly selected. The mean µ used for defining U r 0 is set as the sample mean ofR. The prescribed return level r 0 is set to be the 80% quantile of the cross-sectional expected returns of the d stocks.Ỹ is obtained by deleting the duplicated rows inR. The parameters in (13) are set at α = 0.99, k = 3, and ℓ = 3; those in (15) are set at α = 0.98 and ℓ = 6. C 0 is set at 0.2. Table 1 reports the numbers of binary variables, continuous variables, and linear constraints, denoted by "binary," "continuous," and "constraints," respectively, of the two problems in (50).
The optimal objective value ρ Variance (y(u)) obtained and the CPU time used by the ADM and MIP/QP methods for the simulated and real market data are presented in Figures  1 and 2 , respectively. These values, as well as ρ Basel2.5 (x(u)) and ρ Basel3 (x(u)), are reported in Tables 2 and 3 . We can observe that the ADM obtains a better objective value of ρ Variance and is faster than the MIP/QP methods. 
Comparing ADM with MIP/LP on the Mean-CVaR-Basel Model
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the ADM on the mean-CVaR-Basel problems:
The mean-CVaR-Basel2.5 problem can be solved using the MIP method, and the meanCVaR-Basel3 problem can be formulated as a LP problem and solved using the dual simplex (LP) solver in CPLEX 12.4.
We compare the ADM with the MIP/LP methods for the two problems, respectively. The setup of the experiments is the same as in Section 5.3. Hence, the numbers of binary variables and linear constraints are the same as those in Table 1 , and the number of continuous variables is equal to that in Table 1 plus one.
The optimal objective value ρ CVaRα (y(u)) obtained and the CPU time used by the ADM and MIP/LP methods for the simulated and real market data are presented in Figures 3 and  4 , respectively. These values, as well as ρ Basel2.5 (x(u)) and ρ Basel3 (x(u)), are reported in Tables 4 and 5 . We can observe that (i) the ADM method is faster than the MIP method for the mean-CVaR-Basel2.5 problem but is slower than the LP method for the meanCVaR-Basel3 problem; (ii) the optimal objective value ρ CVaRα (y(u)) obtained by the ADM and the MIP/LP are almost the same. In fact, the largest absolute value of the relative difference ("rel.dif") of ρ CVaRα between that obtained using the ADM and that obtained using the MIP/LP is 0.39%, where "rel.dif" is defined by rel.dif :
Comparing ADM with MIP on the Mean-VaR-Basel Model
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the ADM with that of the MIP on the mean-VaR-Basel models: The setup of the experiments is the same as that in Section 5.3. Table 6 reports the number of binary variables, continuous variables, and linear constraints in the MIP formulation of the problems in (52).
The optimal objective value ρ VaRα (y(u)) obtained and the CPU time used by the ADM and the MIP methods for the simulated and real market data are presented in Figures 5 and  6 , respectively. These values, as well as ρ Basel2.5 (x(u)) and ρ Basel3 (x(u)), are reported in Tables 7 and 8 . The figures and tables show that the ADM is a very good alternative to the MIP for the mean-VaR-Basel problems because: (i) The ADM is much faster than the MIP.
(ii) For the mean-VaR-Basel2.5 problem, the optimal objective value ρ VaRα computed by the ADM is smaller than that computed by the MIP except in two cases; in fact, the relative difference of ρ VaR between the ADM and the MIP, which is defined by (ρ VaR (y(u ADM )) − binary continuous constraints  binary continuous constraints  100  62399  223  62527  4379  27941  32164  150  62399  273  62527  4379  27991  32164  200  62399  323  62527  4379  28041  32164  250  62399  373  62527  4379  28091  32164  300  62399  423  62527  4379  28141  32164  350  62399  473  62527  4379  28191 32164
, is in the range of [−19.65%, 8 .07%], which shows that the ADM may be slightly inferior to the MIP in some cases but can be significantly preferable to the MIP in other cases. (iii) For the mean-VaR-Basel3 problem, the relative difference of ρ VaR between the ADM and the MIP is in the range of [−23.18%, 5 .44%], which shows that overall the ADM achieves better objective value than the MIP.
Conclusions
A major change in financial regulations after the recent financial crisis is that financial institutions are now required to meet more stringent regulatory capital requirements than previously. It has been estimated that the capital requirement for a large bank's trading book under the Basel 2.5 Accord on average more than doubles that under the Basel II Accord. The significantly higher capital requirement makes it more important for banks to take into account the capital constraint when they construct their investment portfolios. In this paper, we propose a new asset allocation model, called the "mean-ρ-Basel" model, that incorporates the Basel Accord capital requirements as one of the constraints. In this model, the capital requirement is measured using the Basel 2.5 and Basel III risk measures imposed by regulators; the risk level of the portfolio is measured by ρ, such as variance, VaR, and CVaR that can be freely chosen by the portfolio manager.
The complexity of the Basel 2.5 and Basel III risk measures, which involve risk measurement under multiple scenarios, including stressed scenarios, poses significant computational challenges to the proposed asset allocation problem due to its inherent non-convexity and non-smoothness. We propose an unified algorithm based on the alternating direction augmented Lagrangian method to solve the mean-ρ-Basel model and classical mean-ρ model. The method is very simple and easy to implement; it reduces the original problem to one-dimensional optimization or convex quadratic programming subproblems that may even have closed-form solutions; hence, it is capable of solving large-scale problems that are difficult to solve using many other methods. For non-convex cases of the mean-ρ-Basel model, we establish the first-order optimality of the limit points of the sequence generated by the method under some mild conditions. Extensive numerical results suggest that our method is promising for finding high-quality approximate optimal solutions, especially in non-convex cases. 
Without loss of generality, assume that v
ns , s = 1, . . . , m. Then, (k s,1 , k s,2 , . . . , k s,ns ) = (1, 2, . . . , n s ). Let x be an optimal solution to (53). If j will maintain the feasibility of x without increasing φ(x). Thus, we can obtain an optimal solution x that satisfies x
ns . In addition, it must hold that x
i will maintain the feasibility of x but strictly reduce φ(x). Furthermore, it must hold that x
j for all j > p s ; otherwise, if there is some j > p s such that x
j will maintain the feasibility of x but strictly reduce φ(x). Therefore, problem (53) is equivalent to
Hence, the optimal solution x is given by (29).
A.2 Proof of Lemma 4.2
Proof. The problem (23) 
A.3 Proof of Lemma 4.3.
Proof. The subproblem (24) is equivalent to y (j+1) = arg min y ρ(y) + σ 2 2 y − w (j) 2 , where w (j) = − Ỹ u (j) + 1 σ 2 π (j) . (57) The result follows by using the definition of ρ Variance given in (9) and Sherman-MorrisonWoodbury formula.
A.4 Proof of Lemma 4.4.
Proof. The problem (24) with ρ = ρ VaR α becomes min y ψ(y) = y (p ′ ) + σ 2 2 y − w 2 , where p ′ := ⌈αn ′ ⌉.
Without loss of generality, assume that w 1 ≤ w 2 ≤ . . . ≤ w n ′ . Then (k 1 , k 2 , . . . , k n ′ ) = (1, 2, . . . , n ′ ). Let y be an optimal solution of (58). If y i > y j for some i < j, then since w i ≤ w j , switching the values of y i and y j will not increase ψ(y). Thus, we can obtain an optimal solution y that satisfies y 1 ≤ y 2 ≤ · · · ≤ y n ′ . In addition, the optimal solution y must satisfy that y i ≤ w i for all i; otherwise, if y i > w i for some i, then setting y i = w i will strictly reduce ψ(y). Furthermore, it must hold that y j = w j for all j = p ′ +1, p ′ +2, . . . , n ′ ; otherwise, if there is some j > p ′ such that y j < w j , setting y j = w j will strictly reduce ψ(y). Therefore, problem (58) is equivalent to
The KKT conditions of (59) are 
Since problem (59) is convex, the KKT conditions are also sufficient for the optimality of y. The equations (61) and (62) imply that for each i = 1, . . . , p ′ − 1, either y i = w i (ifπ i = 0) or y i = y p ′ (ifπ i > 0). Since y 1 ≤ · · · ≤ y p ′ , it follows that there exists 1 ≤ i * ≤ p ′ such that y j = w j for j < i * , y j = y p ′ for j ≥ i * , and w i * −1 < y p ′ . Then by (63), we have y p ′ = γ i * , where γ i is defined in (34). It follows from (61) and (64) that y j ≤ w j , j = 1, . . . , p ′ . Hence, we have γ i * = y i * ≤ w i * . Therefore, i * should satisfy w i * −1 < γ i * ≤ w i * , which completes the proof.
A.5 Proof of Lemma 4.5
Proof. With ρ = ρ CVaRα , it follows from (56) that problem (24) is equivalent to min t,y φ(t, y) = t + 1
where x + := max(x, 0). For any fixed t, the optimal y that minimizes φ(t, y) is y(t) defined in (37). Hence, the result follows.
B Proof of Proposition 4.1.
Proof. We first show that for any fixed 1 ≤ p ≤ n, f (x) := x (p) is globally Lipschitz. For any given x ∈ R n , define
For any given y, z ∈ R n , without loss of generality, assume that y (p) ≤ z (p) . It follows from the definition of L y (p) and E y (p) that the number of elements of L y (p) ∪ E y (p) is strictly larger than that of L z (p) . Therefore, the set I := (L y (p) ∪E y (p) )∩(E z (p) ∪G z (p) ) is not empty. Choose any i ∈ I. Then y i ≤ y (p) and z i ≥ z (p) . Hence, |y (p) −z (p) | = z (p) −y (p) ≤ z i −y i ≤ y−z , which establishes that ρ VaRα (x) is globally Lipschitz.
Using the inequality | max(a, b) − max(c, d)| ≤ |a − c| + |b − d| for ∀a, b, c, d ∈ R, it can be shown that the maximum of two globally Lipschitz functions is also globally Lipschitz. Since ρ CVaRα , ρ Basel2.5 , and ρ Basel3 are all finite linear combination of (maximum of) globally Lipschitz functions, it follows that they are all globally Lipschitz.
C Proof of Theorem 4.1.
Let conv(A) denote the convex hull of A. First, we prove the following two propositions. Proposition C.1. Let e i be the ith standard basis vector in R n . The Clarke's generalized gradient of f (x) = x (p) is given bȳ
Proof. For any x ∈ R n and d ∈ R n , let f • (x; d) be the Clarke's generalized directional derivative at x along the direction d, i.e., 
Define d max (z) := max{d i | i ∈ E z (p) }, z ∈ R n . First, we will show that
Indeed, suppose that L x (p) = {i 1 , . . . , i k } and E x (p) = {i k+1 , . . . , i k+l }. Then, k + 1 ≤ p ≤ k + l. By the definitions in (66), there exists η > 0 such that for any (y, t) ∈ B(x, η) × (0, η) it holds that (y + td) i < (y + td) j < (y + td) k and y i < y j < y k , for ∀i ∈ L x (p) , ∀j ∈ E x (p) , ∀k ∈ G x (p) . For any such (y, t), y (p) = (y i k+1 , y i k+2 , . . . , y i k+l ) (p−k) and where f 1 (x) = x
